MailMeter Insight
Reports for HR, Finance, IT & Management

MailMeter Insight-Reports / Analysis
MailMeter Insight is a unique reporting solution that provides never-before-seen intelligence into email
content that puts organizations at risk.

“The Most Innovative
Tool in our Workplace”

MailMeter Insight
Capabilities

Ken Leung, NHS Belfast Trust

Powerful drill down, browser based reports
(50+) – by department.
• Which employee sends and receives the
most email
• Which outside organisation sends and
receives the most email
• Attachment analysis - by name, size, type
• Suspicious attachment analysis
• Enforce policies
• Identify leakage
• Inappropriate content
• Productivity

With MailMeter Insight reports you can view
automatically set reports for each department and
easily drill down to get detailed information on any
email patterns that looks out of the ordinary.

MailMeter Insight Opens Your Eyes to Reality
How do you know that policy breaches are not
happening every day? Estimates range from 3070% of all email at work is personal. Imagine the
productivity benefit and time saving that could be
gained from reducing this email, associated storage
and bandwidth.

Report Scheduling – automatically sent to managers

MailMeter Insight Gives You Vision

Graphs and Charts – by hour, day, week, month

•

Financial Analysis – see how much time is wasted

“Waterford Technologies has extended
the archiving paradigm... improve email
management and enterprise intelligence,
enforce greater compliance ...and reduce
the risks associated with improper email
use.”
Osterman Research

•

•

•
•

Policy Violation – discussions of financials
or mergers during a blackout period – using
inappropriate words “guarantee”, “kill”, “jerk”, etc.
Abuse Management – suspicious email or
inappropriate material being sent inside and
outside the organization.
Personal Usage Analysis – staff using imail for
gossip, jokes, vacation pictures, inappropriate
content, recruiters, side businesses.
Forensic Investigation – allow managers to
search without using IT staff.
Monitoring Response – mailboxes for sales,
support, marketing, etc.
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Give Power Back To Managers
With MailMeter Insight, HR, Executives, IT,
and line managers see the email activity of
every member of their staff, giving them an
unprecedented insight into what is really going
on.
There are over 50+ drill-down reports available. It’s
easy to monitor remote/at home workers across
any time zone.
Automatic reports can be emailed to department
managers so they can effectively manage their
department’s use of email resources and their
compliance with policy.
Personal reports can be emailed to individuals so
they can see their own activity and self-police their
actions and use of email resources.

MailMeter Insight Saves You Money
•
•
•

Gather evidence for employee termination
Eliminate side business activities
Discover inappropriate activity that could lead to
lawsuits

You’ll Benefit with
MailMeter Insight
•

Easily enforce better acceptable usage and
security policies.

•

Dramatically reduce your storage and
bandwidth requirements by training specific
users to stop emailing large files.

•

Easily identify and eliminate inappropriate
material

•

Know exactly who, when and why
communication is happening with competitors

•

Identify who is sending out intellectual property
and confidential material

